Episode 68 – Later, But Better
Coming Up
Chris: Welcome to Sidepodcast, Episode 68 – Later, But Better. Coming up on this week’s show, we discuss the FIA
and their crazy ideas, all the fun we had at testing, plus an extra special interview.
Intro
Chris: Unless I’m very much mistaken, today is Tuesday.
Me: Yea, the Sunday show, it needs a new name. It doesn’t work, does it? The Tuesday Show…
Chris: I keep telling you it should be called Sidepodcast Weekly, rather than the Sunday show, because that ties you
to a day.
Me: It’s not even consistently weekly, though. That’s the problem.
Chris: No, sometimes it’s late night Sunday, sometimes it’s Mondays, now it’s Tuesdays.
Me: Yea, I’ll tell you what it is. It’s Silverstone testing. It’s thrown us all out, you see.
Chris: Going out and about.
Me: Yea, it’s outside. Outside bad.
Chris: I keep telling people.
Me: We’ve wasted enough of people’s time already.
Chris: Shall we get on?
Me: Yea.
Good Week/Bad Week
Chris: Last week was a good week for Raikkonen as he’s likely to have an engine change at Silverstone after his car
basically melted in France, but he gets to use his Get out of Penalty free card, and escape any grid drops. I kind of
assumed they’d all been used up already, but I don’t understand.
Me: Sutil’s used one because he wrecked his floor, and now Kimi’s going to use one. As for the rest, I’ve lost track
and interest, in fact.
Chris: Surely the season will be over before they’ve all used them.
Me: That’s the plan, isn’t it? Save them all up for the last race of the year.
Chris: It’s been a bad week for BMW. They’re having a management reshuffle so that Willy Rampf goes from
Technical Director to Technical Co‐ordinator, basically reducing his workload. I don’t know if this is a good or a bad
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thing, depends how the people feel about it within the team. But I’m putting in bad week because a reshuffle might
throw a spanner in the works.
Me: It is a bad week because Rampf is a seriously underrated technical director. Presumably he wants to take a back
seat now that the win has vindicated his work somewhat. I think maybe BMW’s first win might hurt them now.
Chris: It’s been a good week for Brands Hatch as BMW will be doing an F1 demo there at the end of July for the
World Touring Car Championship event. Andy Priaulx will take the car for a couple of laps during the lunchbreak
throughout the weekend.
Me: Yea, we saw him running at Goodwood in that car a couple of week’s back. He won’t be there this year, because
he’s already running in Portugal on that day. Instead, Klien will be at Goodwood in his place.
Chris: What?
Me: Yea, you’re… Franck’s not going to be there, because he’s going to be driving in ALMS now. But Klien, your
favourite is going to be at Goodwood. I’m sure you’re looking forward to meeting him already.
Chris: It’s been a bad week for FIA policies as the tyre warmers ban has been scrapped. Teams weren’t happy so the
FIA said: Okay, let’s not do it just yet then.
Me: It’s also a bad week for Bridgestone because as you mentioned on F1 Minute today, they’re going to have to
change their compounds, so I’m sure they’re not happy about it either.
Chris: There’s always benefits to dragging the show out. More news!
Me: Right. Is that how you’re selling it this week, is it? It’s later, but better.
Chris: At the time Ross Brawn said: “Interestingly, tyre blankets are not prohibited in testing so for efficiency of
testing we will almost certainly be using tyre blankets. So we will have had them in testing and not racing.” So if
they’re still running them in testing then there would be no cost saving.
Me: No, that’s just teams being really annoying, although I can kind of see their point because you don’t want to run
a car for three laps in testing just to warm up the tyres. That would be really inefficient. It’s a bit of a sticky situation.
I’m sure the FIA will come up with something convoluted and complicated that will confuse everybody but might
eventually lead to the banning of the damn things.
Chris: It’s difficult when you’re trying to save costs in one place then it just makes costs in other places.
Me: Well, Formula 1 teams will always try to make costs and this is just another example of it.
News and Views
Chris: We’ve got lots to talk about with the FIA and the World Council meeting.
Me: This was a week ago, almost.
Chris: As it’s sort of old news now, we won’t go into too much detail. I’m sure it will all come up again.
Me: Oh, inevitably we haven’t heard the last of it, but run me through the points that were decided.
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Chris: First up they released a provisional calendar. Abu Dhabi is the only new track, they’re last on the calendar,
meaning they could host the championship decider, assuming next year’s not a one horse race. They’re quite happy
about it, but it did make me chuckle because they were like: Yea, we get to have the end of the season race but also
the weather will be good.
Me: Presumably it’s that late in the calendar to help sell the country.
Chris: The tickets.
Me: Or the tickets, sorry.
Chris: Turkey has moved back. I quite liked it being early because the temperature mixed things up a bit.
Me: It doesn’t know whether it’s coming or going, does it? Where’s it going to be the year after?
Chris: France, Britain and Australia all survive at the moment, but the US is not on there.
Me: Explain to me the lack of the US Grand Prix again, because did we not learn at the motorsport business forum at
the end of last year that teams discovered it was only a question of $10 million that Bernie and Tony were arguing
over, and they thought they could make up that difference with sponsors and manufacturers.
Chris: Yea, well, it’s worth it to them isn’t it?
Me: For that $10 million, so how come, given that information and now that everybody knows the deal that still
there is no US Grand Prix on the calendar?
Chris: I guess there’s more to it than that, I don’t know.
Me: It’s just unforgiveable.
Chris: Australia is still the opener, we thought maybe they’d compromise that. At the moment it’s still up there. The
season starts at the end of March, which is really late, and then it runs through November as well, so it starts late
and ends late.
Me: It’s still not entirely been explained, that one.
Chris: I don’t know why, and I don’t approve.
Me: No, this winter is going to be a long one, isn’t it?
Chris: Also the three week break is in April.
Me: That’s stupid, they tried that last year, didn’t they? It annoyed the hell out of us when they left a gap for Imola
and they couldn’t fill it. It just got going and then it stopped, and they’re gonna try the whole thing again. Did they
learn nothing?
Chris: Clearly not. Next up on our list, the teams entry fees. The proposed price hike has been averted for now. The
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FIA said they would only do it in consultation with the teams, which is a bit stupid because they’re just going to say
no, aren’t they?
Me: Not necessarily because the FIA have suggested that in order to sign a new Concorde Agreement, they require
more money to come to the teams from Bernie, so it just sounds like a long‐winded way of extracting more cash
from the Bernmeister.
Chris: For now, the price is just going to rise with inflation.
Me: What I do find interesting is a lot of the advantages proposed by the FIA that the teams would pay for and get in
return for their increased investment, Bernie had years ago with his TV network. The whole safety car thing and
tracking where a car is on track, Bernie can do all that, so there’s no reason why he can’t make a similar proposal to
the teams and thus keep all the money to himself.
Chris: Can he do a better job on the weather?
Me: Yea, the weather prediction system the FIA have got, it’s a bit useless, isn’t it?
Chris: I don’t understand, because the FIA are saying pay us for our weather predictions. Firstly, they’re rubbish, I
wouldn’t pay any kind of money for that. And secondly, I thought the teams already paid for that.
Me: Some of the teams do and then I think some of the less well off teams might be given it by their partner.
Chris: Oh, is it optional?
Me: Yes. What I don’t understand is why we don’t propose to do the weather for the FIA. They could just phone us
up before the race, what do you think it’s going to be? I think it’s going to be 30% chance of rain in the next twenty
minutes.
Chris: Probably be about as right.
Me: We’d be just about as accurate, I think, just looking out our window. I think the rain is going to be coming
towards Germany any minute next week.
Chris: The World Council also decided on a new feeder series for F1, presumably a competitor to GP2. It’s called
Formula 2.
Me: It’s balls. Balls. Absolutely, total and utter nonsense.
Chris: It’s intended to launch next year.
Me: Don’t want to hear it.
Chris: And be inexpensive…
Me: Rubbish.
Chris: …With a budget of just 200,000 Euros per car.
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Me: Do you think they missed a nought off the end of that? That’s an Excel rounding error there, isn’t it?
Chris: It could be. I think if it’s going to be that cheap then the jump to F1 is still going to be massive.
Me: It’s going to be that cheap, I think we should enter a team.
Chris: A lot of people agree with you and don’t seem that impressed, but Trevor Carlin who runs Carlin Motorsport,
he thinks it might be a good idea, as they can’t get into GP2 at the moment, but he did say it would be even better if
some sort of promotion, relegation system was introduced at some point in the future so that there was a way of
helping teams reach Formula 1.
Me: Sounds a lot like football, and you know who has a lot of experience of football? Bernie and Flav, the original
proprietors of GP2.
Chris: That’s interesting, and it’s funny you should say that because I was thinking the FIA, they’ve attempted to get
the teams on side.
Me: A little bit.
Chris: But if they knock out, Flav’s not gonna be happy with that, is he?
Me: I think he might have sold his controlling interest in it now.
Chris: But as a creator?
Me: He’s probably still got one eye on it, and I bet he’s not impressed with the noises coming from the FIA this week,
no.
Chris: Also, the EU banned the FIA from having a commercial interest in Formula 1, so how are they going to juggle
Formula 2?
Me: That’s a very good question. I don’t think they can do it and I don’t think they have any serious intention of
doing it. What is also worth mentioning is the bit where they said they’re going to look into the way F1 is currently
governed, which I think is just paying lipservice to the people who have been complaining. I don’t think they’re
actually going to do anything other than look at it and go yea, it’s alright.
Chris: We want to know what they’re looking at, what they conclude from it.
Me: What have they discovered, what do they think needs looking into, and what issues do they have? Because
really, it’s just a sentence and it’s meaningless at the moment.
Chris: And we’re never going to find out, are we?
Me: Nothing’s ever going to happen, they’ll all go yea we like Max. W00t.
Chris: We have to take a short break now, but…
Me: So soon? We’ve only just got going. Are we practicing for next year’s championship?
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Chris: We’ll be back shortly with all the gossip from testing this week, plus feedback and our plans for the British GP.
[Jingle: “If you don’t have the time to trawl through website after website looking for Formula 1 news, let F1 Minute
do the hard work for you. Delivered to your ears every weekday, F1 Minute is 60 seconds of headlines keeping you up
to date with drivers, teams, rules, regulations, testing, races, launches, results, quotes, anything you can think of.
Visit F1Minute.com for all the details and to find the latest show.”]
Chris: Formula 1 came home to Britain last week, which means we got to go, but more importantly, I got to go.
Me: You did miss out last year, didn’t you?
Chris: Yea, I was busy.
Me: I went to the test without you, and this year, on Tuesday I went to the test without you.
Chris: Oh yea.
Me: I was doing a bit of research, though. It was for a genuine reason, I wasn’t trying to annoy you or get the upper
hand on you.
Chris: You wanted to test out your new tickets because we learnt some lessons from last year, didn’t we?
Me: Yea, last year it was a bit chaotic and they oversold the ticket allocation and they couldn’t really cope with the
amount of people there. On the plus side, I did get to walk round the whole of the circuit uninhibited, but I knew…
Chris: You were a bit sneaky.
Me: Yea, it was a one off, I appreciated it while I was there and knew it was unusual, and I wouldn’t get away with it
this year. So this year, I wanted to make sure we got pretty good access, so we went with the Silverstone Racing
Club.
Chris: You bought a membership from SilverstoneRacingClub.co.uk. It’s a £105 a year which seems like a lot.
Me: Pricey. Really pricey.
Chris: But you do get entrance to all kinds of other things.
Me: Events throughout the year at Silverstone. They do all kinds of running that’s not Formula 1 related.
Chris: But for testing, you get tickets, one entrance plus two guest passes, you get your own special car park, I mean,
it really is special, it’s rubbish.
Me: It’s unique.
Chris: It’s quiet. It grants you access to a special grandstand and yummy cooked food and the paddock in the
afternoon which was the most important bit.
Me: Yes. The people are nice too, I should say. It’s run by some really, really nice people. Janet is lovely, and she
would help you out with any of your questions.
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Chris: She looked after you with your sunburn.
Me: She did, she cared for me when I was a bit sore and a bit burnt. I really, really enjoyed it, actually. £105. It was
Fraggle’s idea, because I asked her last year, I saw her pictures in the paddock.
Chris: Fraggle from the Renault F1 blog.
Me: Yes. I saw her pictures in the paddock, whilst I was wandering around the outside of the circuit, unable to get in
the middle. So I said how did you get in there then because I want to get in there. She said Silverstone Racing Club,
that’s the way to go. And it was a last minute thing this year, I didn’t really do it until about two weeks ago, and I
phoned up Janet and said if I buy tickets now can I still get into the middle bit? And she said yea, absolutely fine, and
you get two guest passes. So if there’s three of you who want to go testing, and you want to go for all three days,
actually, £105 isn’t a bad price at all, is it?
Chris: It is good value if you’re going for all three days. Me? I only went for one day, but then again, I was just your
guest, so.
Me: We didn’t plan to go for three days, that wasn’t the original intention, it was only going to be Wednesday. But
Tuesday was a technology trial and Thursday I didn’t want to miss out because there was Alonso turned up,
Raikkonen turned up and Hamilton turned up.
Chris: All different people.
Me: Absolutely, where as the first two days it was a similar collection of drivers.
Chris: So let me tell you about my day. The morning was basically what you’d expect. We went and sat in the
grandstand for a bit and watched the cars do what they do.
Me: Yes, go round and round in circles. It’s worth pointing out that the tickets only allow you into the paddock in the
afternoon. In the morning, we were just in the grandstands as usual.
Chris: You have a special grandstand, for Racing Club members. The first thing I saw, a couple of cars went past,
then it was Mark Webber’s car on the back of a truck.
Me: Yea, the first day, Tuesday, there wasn’t much in the way of red flags, only Nelson Piquet. Second day, Mark
Webber brought proceedings to a halt rather abruptly, didn’t he?
Chris: Yea, I’m not sure if this is going to make the Mark Webber forum fans happy, because we promised them we’d
mention Mark Webber.
Me: Oh we did, after mentioning them last week, yes.
Chris: But this is probably not how they wanted him mentioned.
Me: No, he was the first casualty of the day. Not a great start for Mark.
Chris: We took lots of pictures and then it started to rain.
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Me: You brought the weather.
Chris: I did.
Me: I’m quite disappointed in you, actually.
Chris: Should have expected it.
Me: It wasn’t really forecast.
Chris: I bring bad luck wherever I go.
Me: So we took shelter and we were going to record Inside Track which seemed like quite a smart idea. Silverstone
preview and we were at Silverstone. Bit overcast.
Chris: It was raining.
Me: And a bit dark, so we took shelter in the SRC marquee. That’s another bonus, actually. I don’t want to oversell
these tickets, but shelter at Silverstone is a bit hard to come by but with these tickets you get your own little
marquee with tables and chairs, which is really nice. By the way, SilverstoneRacingClub.co.uk, if we haven’t
mentioned it enough.
Chris: How much are they paying you?
Me: We’re not on commission, I just really like it. It’s a great idea, if you haven’t tried it before, and you’ve got £105
or you’ve got time now to save up for next year, for £105 worth of tickets, it’s highly recommended.
Chris: So, in the marquee, we bumped into Fraggle.
Me: And AMC from the Renault blog. I’d actually spoke to them the day before and they agreed, provisionally, to do
an interview.
Chris: Reluctantly, I would say.
Me: No, I think provisionally was the word I’d probably choose to use. It was your very first live interview. You had a
telephone interview on this show last year.
Chris: Yea, we did an interview with Keith, didn’t we?
Me: But this year, it’s the first time you’ve actually met with someone.
Chris: It was quite scary, but they were lovely.
Me: They were perfect. Shall we play the interview? It’s a great little interview.
[Begin Audio Clip]
Chris: Okay, we’re here in the SRC marquee that’s been setup for the British Grand Prix and we’re here with Aliyah
and Irene otherwise known as AMC and Fraggle from the Renault F1 blog.
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AMC: Fabulous, bit cold, but good.
Chris: Yea, it’s been raining this morning, which is never a good thing. Apparently yesterday I missed out on some
good Renault access in the pit lane.
AMC: Yea, we found ourselves asking one of the Renault crew about something and randomly we were invited into
the garage and we found ourselves standing in the pit lane with their VIP guests and it was some good viewing of
cars going right past us just inches away, it felt like.
Chris: And didn’t you watch someone sticking stickers on?
AMC: Yea, so afterwards, unfortunately for Renault, Nelson ended up breaking down and so they didn’t have too
much to do, so we ended up finding ourselves in the garage with the Renault crew and they were showing us bits
and bobs of the parts.
Irene: They’ve actually even got a book which shows the exact measurements of where they need to put all the
logos on, and yesterday one of the guys actually showed us how to do it and how he goes about putting the logos on
the headrest.
Chris: Wow, that sounds very detailed.
Irene: Precise measurements. 70mm from the edge to wherever it needs to go, 120 mm from the front to the back
and then 5mm from the bottom upwards, and it was about a 40 page booklet on just how to label up each part of
the car.
Chris: It amazes me that they have to be quite so precise about the whole thing.
Irene: You don’t actually appreciate how much of a precise, exact sport it is until you go and see something like that.
You know about the engine setup, the tyre choices, the aerodynamic setup, and how it’s got to be spot on for any
race. But then you see how they’ve got to get that right with all the logos as well, and that’s when it takes it to a
whole new level and you begin to understand just how spot on it has to be.
Chris: So you mentioned earlier that Nelson broke down, did you actually get to see it?
AMC: Well, we were standing on the pit side, so we didn’t see it as such, but we heard it. We were talking to some of
the Renault pit crew and suddenly they were called to go and we realised Nelson had basically stopped in front of us
on the start/finish straight and yea, nobody really knew why. There was no blow up or anything like that, so they
hauled back the car, rescued it, brought it back, unveiled the covers and everybody huddled back into the garage. It
was obviously very unfortunate for them and it ruined the rest of the afternoon.
Chris: Did it look like they were panicking or were they all cool and calm?
Irene: No, they were perfectly fine about it, I think what was so unexpected about the fact was that they had come
round the corner, or Nelson rather, had come round the corner at Luffield, and through Woodcote onto the main
straight and the engine sounded perfectly fine. You know how sometimes when they’re about to break down you
can hear the engine tailing off. It was fine, it just seemed to cut out completely when they hit the start/finish line and
nobody knew why. But they just recovered the car and took it back, but it happened about 3:30, just after 3:30 and it
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became clear within about 45 minutes that there was just nothing they could do with the engine, which was a bit
unfortunate because Bob Bell was there yesterday as well, hanging around in the garage.
AMC: Yea, that’s right, we spotted, when everybody’s in their Renault gear, and there’s one man standing in a suit,
you know that he’s important. We noticed it was Bob Bell, it was, we were very fortunate to have seen so much, and
obviously when Nelson broke down and they were bringing the car back, he was walking down the pit lane,
obviously a bit disconsolate, but from our point of view, it was nice to see him and as anybody would, in a Grand Prix
if they break down. I think he was a bit, he was a bit down. We saw Lucas di Grassis as well, later on, he was very
friendly. Just all in all, obviously we can’t speak for other teams because we didn’t get that much access, but
certainly everybody was so good about it and friendly at Renault, and they’re a very, they just invited us to learn
more about little things that we wouldn’t have any knowledge of otherwise, so we learnt a lot about the little things
about the aerodynamics which we probably, out of respect, shouldn’t comment on.
Chris: The teams do seem very guarded about what’s going on in their garages. They’ve put up a lot of shutters, I
think Force India were they only ones open, weren’t they?
AMC: Yea, in the pit lane, when the spectators get a chance to look into the garages, previously, at least in my
experience, there were a couple of garages that used to be open, but this year all of them seemed to be closed up
and you really couldn’t see much except for maybe a front wing or something like that sitting outside. Except for
Force India who had their shutters open, but even between the teams they are very guarded, and one of the Renault
mechanics was telling us how when they arrived, because they are next to BMW in the pit lane, there was no barrier
and they had to ask for it to be put up, just for both teams, of course. They obviously want a bit of privacy, so they
had to get a fence up and then put also a white cloth over to make sure that it was completely split up between the
two garages, so I think, everybody has to maintain a bit of privacy and be a little conspicuous as well.
Irene: I know in previous years, and I think in this year as well, McLaren have actually brought a spare dummy car
and just put it to one side so that some fans can actually have a look at it. I mean, last year, when I came up, they’d
got the spare car and they’d also got a spare engine just sitting in one of the garages to one side, that you could
actually… you couldn’t walk up and go round, but they had like a barrier, two, three feet away, and you could walk
up to that and have a view into it. That would be a good idea.
Chris: Even though it seems the teams are a little bit overprotective of their garages, it still seems that you get more
access than you would at a GP. I think the experience as a spectator is much different at a test, than at a GP.
AMC: Well, I’ve not been to a Grand Prix yet, but I’ve made a conscious decision to come to a test rather than a
Grand Prix. I think Irene could probably talk more bout the differences, but I think with the test, you definitely get to
see more much closer and I think we have to appreciate the privacy element, because they’re protecting themselves
and they have to. But certainly, to be able to walk down the pit lane and even just speak to a mechanic here and
there, obviously at a Grand Prix, everything is much more intense, and throughout the day you’re seeing the
different teams doing different things, and it’s much more informative than a Grand Prix is. The experience is
probably much more wide‐ranging, and I certainly would recommend people going to visit a test, it’s well worth the
money, I think.
Irene: I think I’d have to say you’d have to go to both to make your mind up, because I’ve actually come across
people that have gone to a days testing session and gone away at the end of the day rather disappointed, going is
that it? I mean, you have to remember that if you’re coming to a test session, you’re not coming to see a race, there
will be no winners at the end of the day, so it is a totally different experience. For some people, that isn’t what F1 is
all about to them unfortunately. But, certainly having been to a few GPs and actually having been to several sessions
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over testing now, I think a good combination of both is what I’m interested and that’s why I keep coming back to
both of them.
[End Audio Clip]
Chris: So, how did I do?
Me: I think you did very well. A career in broadcasting beckons, no doubt. I should point out, you can’t tell this from
listening to it, but I have longer arms and had to hold the microphone for you.
Chris: Oh shhh. Don’t tell people that.
Me: You have really short arms, couldn’t reach over the table.
Chris: I tried to reach, but I’m just short. What can I say?
Me: Yea, we need a smaller table, I think, for next time. I think you did really well. This is going to be a really long
show, isn’t it?
Chris: An eight minute interview in the middle? Yea.
Me: Later, but better.
Chris: By the time we’d finished recording our eight minute interview, it had cleared up a bit, the rain had stopped.
Me: Yea, actually, the good weather came back.
Chris: It was only a quick shower, really.
Me: I think it was because you were inside, the sun thought it would come out again. She’s gone, it’s okay now.
Chris: And by that time, it was lunchtime, so we could go across the bridge.
Me: The manky, horrible bridge. It’s incidentally got a lot worse, hasn’t it?
Chris: It’s held together by gaffa tape.
Me: You’ve got a picture of this.
Chris: It’s very blurry, but it’s…
Me: It’s a dark bridge. Honestly.
Chris: Really held together by gaffa tape, and some of the gaffa tape is falling off.
Me: I’ve fixed a lot of things with gaffa tape in my time, I’ve never tried to hold a bridge together.
Chris: We did make it safely across the bridge and during the lunch hour, you get to walk up and down the paddock.
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Me: I think Fraggle and AMC were a bit lenient on the teams during that interview, because there’s two sides to this
story. On the one side, it’s a Formula 1 test and no doubt teams are trying out new parts that they want to keep
secret.
Chris: Dumbo‐flugel.
Me: And other stuff. However, it would be really nice if they could be a little bit open for the fans who are wandering
up and down the pitlane.
Chris: Yea, well, I thought it was a bit disappointed to because as we alluded to just now, I’m quite short, and
therefore I couldn’t see over the shutters.
Me: No, the shutters were basically six foot high and nobody could see over them. And we know for a fact that
Formula 1 teams pay professional photographers with their massive zoom lenses, with their ridiculously high ISO
ratings and their image stabilization technologies that will quite happily walk into a garage, take a picture of Honda’s
brand new KERS system and then distribute it up and down the pit lane.
Chris: Dumbo‐flugel?
Me: Well, yea, and the KERS system. Given that every single team up and down the pitlane knows everything about
every other team…
Chris: What’s the point?
Me: There’s nothing to hide, is there? What I suspect is one team, maybe, I don’t know, Ferrari, decided to shut their
shutters one day and say we’re a bit secret, and then every other team thought we’d better look like we’re hiding
something too, even though nobody has nothing to hide in that pit lane, and the only people who lose out are the
fans.
Chris: Especially considering the fact that anyone from any team can basically, if they’re in the pit lane, can walk up
and down during the test.
Me: The toughest thing was I saw a five year old kid talking to his dad and he said, it was his first time near to a
Formula 1 car, and he said, where’s the Formula 1 cars dad, and he said well, they’re in that garage there. And all
you’re looking at a bunch of shutters. To be honest with you, we could walk out to our garage, to our local car park,
and wander up and down the garages. Maybe we should do a podcast from our car park, do you think we should just
walk up and down the garages and pretend there’s Formula 1 cars behind there, because what’s the point of going
to Silverstone and looking at a closed shutter?
Chris: If we stick some sponsor stickers on there, no one will know the difference.
Me: Thumbs up to Force India, they were the only team in the paddock to open up their garage. Williams eventually,
the fact that people were getting a bit restless because they couldn’t see anything at all, and they finally, right at the
end of the hour, they did open their garage for people to see. And also on the Tuesday, it was possible to get on the
perches, opposite the garages, you could sit on there and have a look around there. But on Wednesday, security
guards were standing by and not letting anyone near, and it just seems incredibly restrictive and you just feel like
you need to bash everybody’s heads together and say this isn’t helping anybody. This isn’t helping your sponsors, it’s
not helping your brand, it’s not encouraging people to follow Formula 1, you’re just shutting up shop and closing
people out.
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Chris: The thing is it’s actually Silverstone that open up the pit lane, isn’t it, and not really the teams, and Silverstone
did try and make amends because they put nice girls there and everything.
Me: They did, they attracted a crowd.
Chris: You spent some time taking pictures of them.
Me: They diverted the attention, certainly.
Chris: I also spotted some people, Kubica’s pit wall, pit board was leaning against the wall, so people were picking it
up and having their picture taken with it.
Me: Yea, there’s a great sign that says cool which presumably means brake cooling or something, but it’s just a guy
stood there over his head saying Kubica cool.
Chris: And we met a listener.
Me: We met Steve. If you’re looking at the enhanced podcast, there’s a picture, because he very kindly let us take a
picture of him with you, in fact, just to prove that the two of you did meet.
Chris: It was quite weird, actually, because we were just walking along, talking, as we do.
Me: Bitching and moaning, I think, if I recall.
Chris: Yea, and I saw this guy looking at me. I was like, what? What have I done? Do I have something on my face?
And then he said are you Sidepodcast? We were like yea.
Me: That was quite scary. And he recognised us from our voices. I didn’t expect that at all.
Chris: Because he was from behind us, so he recognised our voices and then had to have a look.
Me: He overheard us talking, which kind of makes sense, because obviously...
Chris: We talk a lot.
Me: Yea. But that was quite incredible. It made our day, didn’t it?
Chris: It really did.
Me: We sort of walked round in a bit of a daze.
Chris: It’s never happened before, first time.
Me: No, absolutely. So, thanks very much Steve. Didn’t he send you an email, actually?
Chris: He did. He said: “Hi Christine, amazing to meet you guys on Wednesday. I often listen to your podcast in bed
before going to sleep but I thought I wouldn’t tell you I went to bed with you both most nights as it could have been
misinterpreted and freaked you out.” I’m sure he won’t thank me for sharing that.
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Me: It does freak me out, because, do we send him to sleep?
Chris: Maybe we should put an alarm in the show.
Me: Do we have a really boring voice? Yea, we should have set an alarm off, in a minute. Maybe towards the end
when he’s just drifting off. Maybe when we get to the feedback section, just a buzzer, wake up Steve.
Chris: He continues: “I enjoyed my day in the Brooklands suite which had a good view of the infield, I had a good
look at Piquet’s lines through Priory, and I don’t think he used the same one twice, and was often very ragged there.
Don’t think half of his dad’s talent has come through to him and Davidson would do a better job.”
Me: Wow, controversial. I would like a suite next year, actually. That might be something. You know we couldn’t
think what to get you for your birthday, a couple of weeks back. Was it last week? I forget when your birthday was,
that’s going to get me into trouble.
Chris: Thanks.
Me: I think I should have got you a suite at Brooklands.
Chris: If you’s stop interrupting me, Steve hasn’t finished yet.
Me: Sorry Steve, continue.
Chris: “It was great to see all the teams represented and hopefully Toyota and Williams will carry their form through
to race day. My four year old son was asking if I saw Lewis and that made for two disappointed people as we both
Lewis fans, maybe I’ll take him next year. Maybe you guys will be running F1 by then and all podcasts will come with
free tickets.” After the pit lane closed, we hung around the paddock for a bit, but then it was very cool, we got to go
in the Renault garage.
Me: Yes, many, many thanks to RF1PP from the Renault blog, to Fraggle, to AMC, to EM7 and to Rebecca, all of
whom we met that week. They did a really cool thing, they let us through to their garage and then through to the
pitlane.
Chris: Into the friends and family bit.
Me: We were very privileged to be there. What did you think of being that close to a Formula 1 car up close in
anger?
Chris: It was amazing.
Me: Not in anger, actually, in the pit lane.
Chris: They weren’t going super fast because obviously it’s the pit lane.
Me: They were either coming in or going out but they were very loud and very, very close, weren’t they? Just a little
band to protect us between the car and death, almost certain death.
Chris: It was quite scary because you were knelt down taking pictures and Nelson came in so close to you.
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Me: He did, it blew a load of dust in my eye, it really hurt. I thought it might be really hot carbon fibre or something,
but he just got really, really close at one point. But I thought it was fantastic, we went in their first on Tuesday, until
Nelson blew up and then they were really nice to us because there was nothing to look at in the pit lane, so they
took us back into the garage and let us look around all the delicate and intricate parts of what goes into making
Formula 1 cars. And this kind of goes back to closing the shutters earlier, not that I want to harp on about that but
seeing that everything is actually… when you get to meet a team up close and personal… everything is quite open
and they were happy for us to really look around and take pictures of anything that we chose to, so why if we can
see it, why close it off for all the other fans? It just seems a little bit odd.
Chris: Well, I knew there was a reason that Renault were your favourite, you see.
Me: Yea, Renault are my favourite.
Chris: They’d have to be now, even if they weren’t before.
Me: Force India, big up the Force India for having the courage to have their garage open. Really, really appreciate
Renault and everybody who helped us and let us through three times. We must have done something, we didn’t
offend anyone on the first day because they let us back two more times which was really nice. It wasn’t necessary,
and they didn’t have to do it and we really, really appreciate it.
Chris: Something I noticed because obviously Renault is right next to BMW in the pit lane. We were watching the guy
on the wall holding the pit board for Kubica. So it started on 7 laps, so he was obviously doing 7 lap runs, and every
lap he would hold it out, pull it in, change the number, hold it out, put it in, and I’m just thinking surely Kubica can
count to seven?
Me: As he’s going round? I suspect he’s probably concentrating on other things. What is interesting, now you
mention that, is that BMW didn’t have a perch, did they?
Chris: No they didn’t, all the others had their pit wall things.
Me: And Williams was really, really busy. There was always at least, seven, eight or nine people on that pit wall.
Occasionally drivers went up there for a chat, Nico was up there, Nakajima was up there, Sam Michael was up there,
and it was a very, very busy place for the Williams, whereas BMW had no one, it was all back in the garage.
Chris: I also saw something really exciting, overtaking in the pit lane.
Me: That was the Toyota?
Chris: The Toyota came through and it sounded really rough, something wrong with it, so the McLaren also came
through and overtook it. It was cool.
Me: On the pit lane speed limiter, Kovalainen, was it Trulli who was driving the Toyota, Kovalainen got past Trulli on
the limiter, which was interesting. I don’t think I’ve seen that before.
Chris: I think it was weird because there was a red light anyway, so the session had stopped.
Me: Was it Nelson blowing up again?
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Chris: I think so.
Me: He blew up a lot.
Chris: There was a lot of engine trouble.
Me: Was it four Renault engines went that week? Not good.
Chris: So the session had stopped anyway, then the Toyota came in sounding rough, so it probably would have had
to stop for that.
Me: It almost didn’t make it.
Chris: And then Kovalainen came whizzing past, it was great.
Me: I tell you what I did notice, on the third day, which by the way, you weren’t there, just I went. I did notice as you
know, just as the cars were leaving, we raised the question of why they were blipping the throttle to warm up their
rear tyres, Lewis really, really hangs that car out as he exits the pit lane. Every time, his rear end was stepping out as
he exited the pit lane, really burning and warming up those tyres quite aggressively. I don’t know what he was trying
or what the reason was behind it but noticeably there was much more rubber left in his pit box at the end of the day,
than there was in any other garage up and down the pit lane.
Chris: So once we’d had our fill of the pit lane, as if you could, we went back out into the paddock and then we
wandered towards the first corner at Copse.
Me: Inside of Copse.
Chris: I have to say that the inside of Copse is the best place to stand ever.
Me: The outside of Copse there’s a big run off area, so you’re a long, long way from the action and you can’t really
see the cars even when you’re pressed against the fence, which is quite difficult to do. It’s usually quite busy. The
cars still seem a long way away, whereas on the inside, they’re much closer, and also, you get to see the practice
starts as they come to the end of the pit lane.
Chris: Rosberg was doing tons of practice starts, like every lap he would come in and start again.
Me: Yes he would, they must have been testing something on there, electronics, or something they weren’t happy
with, because we saw him do seven or eight, didn’t we?
Chris: I think we did, yea.
Me: That was really good, yea, so inside of Copse is a great place to be.
Chris: The last thing we did towards the end of the session was head back to the paddock again and wait for some of
the drivers.
Me: Yea, because once the debriefs are over, they tend to make their way to the cars or to the motorhomes
opposite, so you can always catch them.
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Chris: We saw Bourdais.
Me: Very, very small man.
Chris: Which is weird because he wasn’t actually driving that day, although he was supposed to, wasn’t he?
Me: Vettel, well, they had gearbox troubles, didn’t they? Toro Rosso had problems on Tuesday, Vettel only got ten
laps in, so he commandeered some of Bourdais’ laps for Wednesday, but I guess Bourdais didn’t have anywhere else
to go.
Chris: Didn’t have anywhere else to be that day.
Me: No, he planned to be there so he still turned up.
Chris: But yes, like you said, he is a very, very small man.
Me: Delicate.
Chris: Just tiny. In proportion but small. That’s all I have to say on the matter.
Me: You felt like you didn’t want to push too hard against him in case you broke something.
Chris: The thing is, he was surrounded by all these little children from a school trip, so all these little boys all getting
signatures and that was fine, because him compared to a little boy, looks fine. But then all the adults came along and
it was like, he’s actually quite small.
Me: I tell you what would concern me was that on the Thursday, when you weren’t there, by the way.
Chris: Yes alright. I only went one day.
Me: On the Thursday, same thing happened, Coulthard came out after his debrief.
Chris: Is he small?
Me: No, he’s rather large, but he was accosted by some randy woman who’d spanked his bottom a lot and squeezed
him and I just felt thank goodness she did that to Coulthard and not to Bourdais.
Chris: That’s the first thing you thought? I would have thought security!
Me: That’s what he… well, I think he quite enjoyed it actually. He was smiling a lot and grinning. He only had to go
about ten yards, but she certainly got her fill of him.
Chris: Anyway, back to Bourdais, he was really lovely though. I mean, I know I would say that, but he was, because
he walked out from the pit lane side of things.
Me: From the garage.
Chris: Yea, surrounded by all these children and people like we said, and he just stopped and signed every single
autograph until he could move again.
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Me: Once they got their autograph, he obviously knows how this works, they got their autograph, they just
dispersed.
Chris: And he kept on going until everyone had gone and he carried on.
Me: Apart from us, we didn’t get the hint. We didn’t want an autograph and we didn’t get the hint, but suddenly his
path was clear.
Chris: And also someone right at the end said, can I have a quick question with you, because he had a little
microphone, he said can we ask you a few questions, and he said yea, I’ve got to go that way, towards the
motorhome, but follow me.
Me: That doesn’t work on radio, by the way, that way.
Chris: Yea, sorry, pointing. So, he went into the motorhome and ushered the guy in with him, which is really cool.
Me: It was very cool, and I was well impressed with the Red Bull motorhome, best in the paddock by a long way. You
know how much McLaren like their presentation, I think Red Bull beat hands down, it has a roof. The only one with a
roof, it’s got like, a spiral staircase in it.
Chris: At lunchtime, we saw Nico having lunch, eating in their little marquee thing. It was rubbish, just a little white
marquee.
Me: It’s an awning, they have against the bus, and they tape it to the edge of the bus and bring it down on what is
essentially a marquee or a tent, and it didn’t look like it was going to offer much protection if it was rainy or windy,
whereas the Red Bull motorhome…
Chris: It’s like a building.
Me: It’s like our house.
Chris: I thought it was quite funny, although I wasn’t there on Thursday.
Me: Oh were you not there on Thursday?
Chris: No, I wasn’t there on Thursday.
Me: You might have missed out, I think.
Chris: I was only there one day. You were stood next to Dank for like the whole day, and you didn’t even know.
Me: Yes, that’s Dank, he of Fantasy Racers, the man what set it up for us.
Chris: From Facebook.
Me: It was a bit weird because we were planning what to do on Thursday in your absence.
Chris: Yea, I wasn’t there on Thursday.
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Me: I had to apologise to our party that I probably couldn’t be there early in the morning because I had to meet
Dank and that was my intention on Wednesday, was to call him up probably on Facebook, I should think...
Chris: Call him up on Facebook?
Me: What do you do? Facebook him?
Chris: I don’t actually.
Me: I don’t know what the verb is. Anyway, I was going to contact him Wednesday night and say are you going to be
there Thursday, because he’d already told us he was going to be there Thursday although we were planning not to
be there. So, tell him change of plan, gonna be there Thursday, do you want to meet up, and I was assuming and I
made a broad assumption here, that he would be on the outside of the track with the general admission tickets and
I’d meet him in the morning.
Chris: Ooh, get you.
Me: Yea, not with paddock access. He’d be on the outside and I’d meet him in the morning then go to to the
paddock in the afternoon and meet up with everybody else again. As it happened, we were a bit tired Wednesday,
as was proved by your F1 Minute which was done at the last possible moment. I didn’t get round to contact him and
I thought ah shucks, oh well, I’m sure we’ll catch up with him at some other point. Turns out that when I got home
on Thursday evening he was in the Renault paddock, friends and family bit, with me the whole time.
Chris: And you didn’t know?
Me: No, well, I know what he looks like, I just didn’t spot him. When you’re looking down a camera lens, the whole
afternoon, taking pictures, you’re not aware of the surroundings. His hat is on some pictures, so Rebecca, who was
with us, took a picture of Dank in the pit lane with us. I still didn’t see him until I got home, I was gutted when I got
back. I made the assumption that he’d be on the outside, I didn’t know that he’d be in the Renault… you know, just
the way it is.
Chris: And you see, if you weren’t so anonymous he would have spotted you and you could have caught up.
Me: He might have, he might have. We’re going to have to meet him.
Chris: Boo to the anonymousness.
Me: We’re going to meet him at the GP this week, that’s the plan.
Feedback
Chris: Talking of Facebook, back when we started up the group, we were dead impressed to hit 100 members, do
you remember that?
Me: We’re easily impressed.
Chris: Well, Edward Dyer said at the time, I’m looking at 300+ members by Silverstone.
Me: We thought at the time, yea right.
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Chris: Well, you know what, he’s almost right. As of recording we’re at 282 members, so close.
Me: Goodness me, so 18 more members by Sunday? Do you think we can do it?
Chris: People, tell your friends.
Me: If you haven’t already joined the Sidepodcast Facebook group, there’ll be links in the show notes, and please do
so before Sunday, see if we can make it 300.
Chris: It’s been quite a quiet week, though, on Facebook, and we haven’t got any voicemails, I guess everyone must
have been out testing.
Me: Is that what it was? Yea, probably stood next to Dank.
Chris: On drop.io though, Z‐Baumgartner, he does paintings of cars and helmets and things. They’re very good and
he’s put them on drop.io for us, so I’ll put a couple of them in the show as well.
Me: And some pictures on the enhanced podcast, no doubt, as is always the case. But worth checking out, they’re
really good pictures, and so many talented listeners!
Chris: Whilst it’s been quiet elsewhere, I have had a few emails this week or last week. Whenever.
Me: Okay, we’re a bit confused, but yea.
Chris: This one says: “Christine, I just finished listening to all of your podcasts from April 2007 to date. Literally back‐
to‐back.”
Me: Wow.
Chris: “I am an avid car enthusiast and collector (I have over 400 sports and exotic cars in my collection) none of
which I can actually drive (they're all 1/18 scale!) I have never gotten around to being a race fan, although if I did, it
would be F1, not NASCAR. After listening to several F1 podcasts, I was sure that F1 wouldn't hold my interest. Then,
quite by accident (it was on someone else's computer) I came across your podcasts. I listened for about 3 minutes.
Then, I listened to every episode from April on. (I am a Photoshop artist/Web Interface Designer and listen to my
iPod while I work.) I am now totally fascinated by F1. I don't have much time (and/or spousal approval) to follow F1
on the telly, so your podcasts are just what I need to keep in touch with the sport until I can enjoy it in other media.
Once I am completely hooked up, I hope to become a contributor via voice/email. All the Best, Dreux
Me: Voice email?
Chris: Voice slash email.
Me: Right, the slash didn’t come across. I was confused.
Chris: He’s already done the email thing.
Me: There you go, and let’s hope we get a voicemail from him soon, with or without spousal approval, but let’s hope
he doesn’t cause any arguments.
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Chris: We mentioned our Mark Webber forum friends earlier, didn’t we?
Me: Yea, we’ve been getting loads of promotion from those guys, much appreciated.
Chris: We played the voicemail last week. This email says: “Hi guys, I am one of the members from
www.markwebberforum.com, and I heard the podcast recently giving us a plug via one of our other members.”
Me: That was Matt, was it?
Chris: Yea. “I just want to say really enjoyed your podcast, very informed and educated views on what is going on in
the F1 world and some interesting insights from you both. I will be listening from now on, and hopefully MW will
give you more reason to talk about him in the future with some more good point scoring results, and perhaps even a
podium (fingers crossed). Keep up the good work. Regards, Jonathan.”
Me: We have to say a mega amount of thanks to the guys on MarkWebberForum.com. Unfortunately one of the
people on there listened to the Monaco show where we didn’t mention Mark at all, which I think was brought up
previously, so they’ve promised to keep us honest and make sure we mention Mark in a fair and balanced way.
Chris: We get that a lot about every driver, I think we’re just gonna have to start covering everyone.
Me: Yea, we can do, but the Chequered Flag already does that. That goes through one at a time, we don’t really
want to copy that.
Chris: It’s what the people want.
Me: Yea, we need to find another way of doing it though, I think. We do have to say much appreciated, they did
make us a sticky at the top of their forum, and I think possibly we might have got more people coming from them
than vice versa, so we’ll put a link to them in the show notes.
Chris: MarkWebberForum.com.
Me: Yes, and if you’re a Mark Webber fan, that’s the place to hang out.
Chris: My final email from today comes from Matthias, he says: “2 weeks ago we came up with the idea to make a
song (non‐commercial) about Lewis Hamilton. Again, we made this with no commercial intent at all. We’re just fans
(I wrote the lyrics and made the videoclip, Rembrand (a friend‐singer) took care of the music). Our goal is to have as
much viewers as possible to attract Lewis his attention and wish him all the best for upcoming Silverstone! Thank
you so much for your time, and many greetings from Belgium, Matthias &Rembrand.”
Me: Are we allowed to play it?
Chris: Yea, we’re gonna play a bit of a clip. It’s actually a YouTube video, with the song, but we’re gonna play you a
little bit now.
Me: What’s it called?
Chris: Lewis Hamilton’s Song.
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[Audio Clip: Lewis Hamilton’s Song]
Me: Now, we may have been accused in the past of not featuring enough Lewis on this show, I would like to think
that after playing that, we’re in credit.
Chris: Lewis Hamilton brownie points, if you will.
Me: I would like to think that now that’s enough mentions of him this week.
Chris: And if anyone else has got a song they’d like us to play, we’re all ears.
Me: Of any other driver, for the sake of balance, we should probably have a song from every driver. Maybe Sutil’s
would be a jazz piece on the piano.
Chris: Maybe.
Me: Something like that. That’s what we’ll try and do as soon as we can, if you can send us in your songs…
Chris: We’re all ears.
Housekeeping
Chris: So this weekend, British GP!
Me: Are we going?
Chris: Yea.
Me: Oh yes, we’re doing the same thing we did last year.
Chris: We are guests of USP Content / Honda. I’m surprised they invited us again to be honest, but you know, yay.
Me: That is quite a big surprise, isn’t it? We got invited back, although, you know, not very original, we did that
before.
Chris: That’s true.
Me: We’re running out of ideas. But that does mean we’re going to be there for three days, the whole of the British
Grand Prix, which does pose a problem for live commenting.
Chris: It kind of poses a problem on all counts, F1 Minute, F1 Digest, Live Commenting, everything is up the spout.
Me: Which is what I was doing at Silverstone on Tuesday.
Chris: Yes, without me.
Me: Without you, I was doing a bit of a technology test, some geeky bits. And what I discovered is that live video
saps your battery. That was the first thing I learnt, and so live video is out of the question because the battery died
within five minutes of doing it and I could do no more blogging.
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Chris: And because Bernie will send you to jail.
Me: Well, there is that too, yea, although I thought about it, and then discarded it. However, I did manage to
successfully blog and send photos and the 3G modem works fine with the laptop. A 3G phone is fine to comment
with so I can have a laptop and you can have your phone. SMS is actually doable if all else fails and we really do run
out of batteries, and I’m also going to introduce a new member of the Sidepodcast Crew this weekend.
Chris: Really?
Me: Yea, whilst we’re away, we’re going to have an office admin come in and look after Sidepodcast HQ for us.
Chris: It’s your mum, isn’t it?
Me: She’s going to be known as Christine’s Mother‐in‐Law, and we’ll do an introduction later in the week. What the
plan is, if we lose contact with everybody, she’s going to admin the live commenting and relay our thoughts to
everybody on the live comments and then relay everybody’s thoughts back to us in the terraces.
Chris: It’s a long winded process but it will work.
Me: Well, I’m thinking that we should have something to add to the conversation because we’ll be at the track, but
we’re not going to see everything, we’re only going to see like, one corner, and very little else. So we’re going to be
relying on live commenting like never before. So hopefully people will continue to come back even though we’re sort
of going to be half there and we’re trying to put in everything we can to account for every possibility or eventuality
that will enable to us to keep the connection up, aren’t we?
Chris: I like the idea of sitting in Luffield, live commenting. It might not work, in fact, with me around, it probably
won’t.
Me: With you around it’ll rain and everything will get blown up.
Chris: But we’ll make the effort.
Me: Yea, we’ve done our level best to make sure everything runs smoothly. We’ve got several layers of processes to
account for anything that might fail.
Chris: Back up plans, procedures.
Me: And that too.
Chris: There’s a Sidepodcast manual, you know.
Me: We’ve got the office admin in, she’s up for it.
Chris: Hi mum.
Me: Shhh. We’ll do the introduction later on in the week and I hope everyone will join us because if it doesn’t work,
it’s just going to be a spectacular disaster, if nothing else.
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Chris: The thing is, you’ve all still got to come to the blog, because if all else fails, we’re going to come home and
need to read those comments.
Me: Oh yea, because you’ve got no idea what’s going on at a Grand Prix, do you?
Chris: Well, we’ve got a Kangaroo TV but still, it’s hard to hear.
Me: Yea, that’s true.
Chris: So, that’s it for last week.
Me: Yea.
Chris: We’ll be back at some point.
Me: Post GP.
Chris: Yea, not quite sure when it will be.
Me: Assuming the site’s still working.
Chris: It’ll be fine.
Me: It’ll be just a smoking heap of rubble.
Chris: Your mum’ll be fine.
Me: I worry. I do worry.
[Outtro: Lewis Hamilton’s Song]
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